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Abstract. The increasing demand for lightweight structural components with optimized strength to
weight ratios requires ever more complex sheet metal components. These are increasingly
substituting components produced with simple manufacturing processes. The corresponding
manufacturing technique needed to produce these parts is characterized by its high complexity. The
high time and costs to produce such tools for commercially successful products, requires a reliable
process design. As a consequence, the metal forming simulation has become an essential tool for
these processes.
The simulation of sheet metal forming processes with stresses predominantly taking place in the
sheet plane causing plane stress conditions, has long been state of the art. However, the greater the
ratios between the wall-thickness and the curvature radii of the manufactured geometries become,
the stronger the stress state resulting from the triaxiality effects leads to errors in the simulation. To
correct for this, it is necessary to rely on simulation models that in the past were exclusively used
for bulk metal forming.
Simufact.foming is a sophisticated simulation tool providing simulation models for both, bulk
and sheet metal forming processes always considering the triaxiality of the stress state with
dedicated meshing and remeshing techniques for bulk and sheet metal forming processes.
Accordingly, this paper presents state of the art simulation solutions and corresponding shop
floor examples that meet these technological requirements.
Simulation of the manufacturing of disk carriers by roll-forming
The growing spread of direct-shift-gearboxes in the automotive industry has led to a strong
demand of corresponding gearbox components. A number of different metal forming processes can
be used for the manufacturing of the so called disk carriers (see Fig. 1), which combine the
advantages of an economic production process with the creation of the technologically required
component properties of the material used.
The complexity of the produced components leads therefore to highly complex and thus
expensive tools. Combined with the small tolerances, which need to be met for gearbox
components, this makes an empirical process layout based on the experience about the forming
tools very risky, if not impossible. Numerical process simulation of the metal forming process is the
tool of choice for the task of selection and development of the manufacturing process.
In contrast to deep-drawing and bending processes the manufacturing of disk carriers (Fig. 1)
typically involves large changes in of the wall-thickness. The resulting triaxiality of the stress and
strain conditions require for the use of a three-dimensional models, like they are used for bulk metal
forming simulations. The use of higher-strength materials for this component causes a higher
proportion of elastic strains relative to the total strains requiring a precise simulation of spring-back
effects. Also, the consideration of the preceding process steps prior the forming of the curved

surface area is inevitable to precisely predict the material flow under consideration of the strain
hardening, as well as for the prediction of the forming forces.

Figure 1: Example of a disk carrier manufactured by roll-forming

Figure 2: Simulation model for the joint deep-drawing and wall ironing process (left), simulated
wall thickness distribution of the pre-shape from forming step 1 (right)
Fig. 1 shows the geometry of a disk carrier by way of example, which was produced by rollforming and for which a metal forming simulation was carried out with Simufact.forming. All
symmetries have been used in the simulation model to reduce the computing time:
 The combined deep-drawing and wall ironing process was simulated with an axial
symmetric simulation model to compute the precise geometry, wall-thickness distribution,
and strain hardening of the material (Fig. 2). These are the initial conditions for the
subsequent forming process simulation. The implicit solver of Simufact.forming also
simulates the spring-back at the end of the forming process, as well as the geometry in its
static equilibrium after removing from the forming tools, if user-friendly activated in the
process by means of a few mouse-clicks (Fig. 3).

 All result values of the workpiece as well as its geometry are transferred from the axial
symmetric 2D model to the 3D model of the 2nd forming step. Taking advantage of the
cyclic symmetry of this workpiece only a segment of its entire geometry is analysed.
Automatically generated symmetry boundary conditions ensure for a correct material flow if
doing so.

Figure 4: Simulation model of roll-forming (left), Simulated stress distribution in the tools (right)
Fig. 4 presents the simulation model for the roll-forming process. To verify the tight tolerances,
which are required for such components this forming step must be simulated using a fully coupled
model with elastically deformable tools. Alternatively, the contact algorithm and the solver
algorithm allow to model the tools as ideally rigid bodies or plastically deformable.
The model was created in close analogy to the real tools. The roll is freely pivotable around the
axle, which in turn is connected to the housing be a "glued" contact condition. The simulation
model predicts the highest loads on the components at the Beginning of the roll-forming process
(Fig. 4, right). To compensate for the dimensional deviation resulting from the tool elasticity due to
this load peak, the forward stroke is followed by a back stroke, both in reality and the simulation
model.
Simulation of precision blanking
The design of precision blanking processes requires for a high degree of experience. Precision
blanked parts typically have narrow tolerances at their functional surfaces and are characterised by
high tool loads to generate the required compressive stresses in the cutting zone.
Typical questions addressed to the simulations are focusing on the achievable tolerances.
The shape and geometry of the drawing-in for many geometries cannot be determined on the
basis of the cutting gap alone. Synchronising the tool movements and the correct choice of the
knife-edged ring and the counter support can prevent the undesired bending of the workpiece in the
forming tools and therefore increase product quality. By means of numerical process simulations of

all relevant forming stages most of the questions arising during the process design can be answered
prior to the first try-out.

Figure 5: Precision blanking part
The circumferential wave geometry of the part shown in Fig. 5 is produced by precision
blanking. In this example, the blank is not completely cut in fact the flange is further formed in
subsequent forming steps. To achieve the required precision in this simulation an adequately fine
mesh is required, which must be carried out due to the three-dimensional stress state with
continuous elements (full 3d elements). Shell elements cannot achieve the required precision. To
reduce the computing time the cyclic symmetry of this part is taken advantage of and only one
segment is modelled. Automatically generated symmetry boundary conditions, guarantee for correct
material flow and stress conditions (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Simulation model of precision blanking taking advantage of the symmetry

Due to the large plastic deformations in the shearing zone the simulation mesh requires for
continuous remeshing to prevent the simulation to abort due to extremely distorted elements.
Simufact.forming provides for this purpose a powerful automatic hexahedral remeshing algorithm.
User-friendly defined refinement-boxes provide the fine mesh required in the shearing zone and in
the vicinity of the knife-edged ring (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: Details of simulation mesh

Summary
In this paper we have shown sophisticated simulation models of complex sheet metal forming
processes with dominating triaxiality stress state conditions carried out with the simulation system
Simufact.forming. Such simulations require for a number of features, like meshing- and remeshing
techniques, local refinement boxes, elasto-plastic material behavior, tool and machine elasticity,
which are available in Simufact.forming.
These simulations are an efficient and economic tool for the design and the optimization of a
large variety of sheet metal forming processes.

